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The dielectric properties of some rubber-based core
materials for sandwich radomes and the effects

of moisture, temperature and frequency

by

A.A. Pyall and J.H. Sewell

RAE Ref: Chem.804/A.A.F.

SUMMARY

Values are given for the dielectric constant and loss tangent of
several vulcanizates proposed as core materials for airborne sandwich
type radomes. Dielectric properties were measured on dry materials and
also on materials subjected, for varying periods of time, to tropical
conditioning in a humidity chamber. The effect of variation of frequency
on the dielectric properties was investigated.

A brief review is made of the effect of structure and composition
on the dielectric properties of vulcanizates and the behaviour of the
materials tested is explained on the basis of this review.

As the materials were not in their usual expanded form when
measured their approximate dielectric properties in this expanded form
are calculated.
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I Introduction

1 .1 General aspects of sandwich radomes

From the design viewpoint, the simplest type of radome is
constructed from a single sheet of material. For transmitted radiation
of 25 centimetres wavelength or above, such a design is fe asible because
the wall thickness permissible for the electrical functioning of the
radome, allows the fabrication of an efficient structure. At radar
frequencies, however, the thicknesses involved are mechanically unaccept-
able, but a slight modification in construction overcomes this difficulty.
If a radome is constructed of two thin skins, so that the distance between
them is a quarter of the radar wavelength, the reflections from the two
skins, being of like phase at the point of reflection, are out of phase
by 7. radians at any point outside the walls, and cancel out. Depending
on the nature of the spacing material, a substantial gain in structural
strength is obtainable.

Arrangements vary for separating the two skins in these "sandwich"
type radomes. Mechanical spacers can be used but their excessive weight
and the need to maintain critical tolerances on the spacing makes them
impractical. In the construction of sandwich radomes to-day, the spacer
takes the form either of an expanded or foamed plastic or of a honeycomb
structure, usually made of glass fibres impregnated with a suitable
resin. The foam type of spacer with which this report will be concerned
is extremely light (: density 10 pounds/cubic foot) and satisfactorily
stabilises the sandwich skins.

The main electrical requirements of a good core material are:-

(a) that the dielectric constant should be as low as possible. This
will ensure that the reflection at each interface will be reduced to a
minimum and will increase the permissible thickness of the material;

(b) that the loss angle should be as low as possible. The power losses
and the subsequent range and performance of the radar equipment depend
directly on the magnitude of the loss tangent;

(c) that the water absorption of the material be kept as low as possible.
The high dielectric constant of water (- 80 at radar frequencies) means
that the presence of small amounts in the radome will seriously upset its
performance.

1 .2 The effect of the structure and composition of vulcanizates on
their dielectric properties

Research has repeatedly shown that the behaviour of many elastic
high polymers (e.g. rubber, polyvinyls, neoprenes, Bunas, etc.) placed
in an alternating electric field is very similar to that of polar
liquids. The phenomena of dielectric dispersion and absorption to
which these substances give rise is generally explained by Debye's
theory. This theory is basod on the idea of dielectric viscosity,
characterizing the resistance offerud by the ambient medium to the
rotation of the dipoles under the action of the electric field.

The dipoles responsible for dielectric losses in rubber are formed
during vulcanization when sulphur becomes attached to the molecular chains
of the polymer. According to Schallamach I , only the intramolecular atoms
of sulphur contribute to the di4lectric absorption of rubber. The other
ingredients of mixes, present in small quantities, influence the
dielectric properties of vulcanizates only to the extent that they
modify the combination of the sulphur Nith rubber 2 .
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On the other hand, fillers exert an important direct action on
the dielectric properties of the mixes when the latter contain them in
relatively large proportions as is frequently the case in practice.
In this respect a distinction is usually made between mineral fillers
such as whiting, which can be regarded as a dielectric, and strongly
conductive fillers such as carbon blacks. In both cases the dielectric
constant is increased by the presence of filler, but the cause of this
increase depends on the magnitude of the electrical resistivity of the
filler.

In mineral fillers, such as chalk, kaolin, etc., the dielectric
constant of the particles is generally much higher than that of the
surrounding rubber matrix. Thus the dielectric constant of the mix
lies between that of the rubber and that of the filler.

With conductive fillers such as carbon blacks, it appears difficult
to apply the foregoing theory to the rubber mix. The idea of dielectric
constant applied to each particle has little physical significance in
this case, nor is there any reason to regard the filler aggregate as
homogeneous dielectric elements. One theory which has been suggested
consists of treating each particle as a single conductor. Each pair of
neighbouring particles then fons a microscopic condenser, the juxta-
position of which in series and in parallel with other such condensers,
together produce the dielectric properties of the compound. On the
other hand various authors have observed that the presence of carbon
black in rubber mixes generally introduces large additional dielectric
losses, which vary with the degree of dispersion of the black3 . It has
been shown that the total dielectric losses in a mixture can be higher
than the total losses in the rubber matrix and those due to the direct
conductivity of the mix 4 . Some phenomenon other than the conductivity
of the black or the dielectric viscosity of the rubber therefore helps
to increase the absorption. This has been attributed to the Maxwell-Wagner
effect resulting from interfacial polarization between the rubber and the
particles of black5 . Such a hypothesis seems hardly tenable since it
demands the attribution of a separate dielectric constant to each particle.

A variation in the dielectric viscosity of the polymer itself has
been observed when mixtures of natural rubber or Butaprene contain
carbon black, although this filler did not appear to influence the
dielectric viscosity of mixtures based on neoprene5 .

Although in this note no systematic sfady has been made of the
effect of various constituents on the diel' otric properties of the
materials examined, the results obtained were compared on a broad basis
with the results obtained elsewhere for similar mixes.

2 Description of samples

Five different series of core materials were tested. As the
expanded material could not be produced in thicknesses suitable for test
in the available apparatus, sheets of the unexpanded material were
provided from which suitable specimens could be cut.

Series A was designated IM.724 and was a high softening point
compound. The rpference numbers were B5, B7, B8.

Series B was designated Ij4.1351 and was a medium softening point
compound. The reference numbers were B6, B9 and BIO.

Series 0 was designated H-jO. The reference numbers were B11, B12
and B13.

-5-
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Series D was designated HEE/SS/NA (without black) Hycar base.
The reference numbers were B14, B15 and BIG.

Series E was designated HEE/SS/NA Hycar base with carbon black.

The reference numbers were B23 and B24.

3 Method of testing and conditioning of samples

The method of measurement was that of Hartshorn and Ward which is
incorporated in the Tinsley-N.P.L. Radio Frequency Dielectric Test set.
Details of the method and of the working of the set are given in a
previous note 6 . This note also gives details of the size of sample,
frequency, temperature and relative humidity control and of the condi-
tioning of the samples.

In addition to measurements made on all samples in the dry state
over a range of frequencies from 210 Kc/s to 49 Mc/s. series A-D
inclusive were tested at 210 Kc/s after exposure for varying periods
to an atmosphere of high humidity at 4000 and subsequently to a dry
atmosphere.

4 Results

Table I shows the effect of humidity and temperature on the
dielectric properties of Series A. The values of dielectric constant
and loss tangent are tabulated against time of wetting or drying.
Table 1I, I1 and IV show similar results for Series B, C and D.

Table V shows the values of dielectric constant and loss tangent
of the dry samples at various frequencies.

Figs.1 to 5 correspond to the values in Tables I-V.

Figs.6 to 8 show the variation with frequency of the electrical
properties of a "'dry" sample from each series, as outlined in Table V.
Series 0 is not included, as only three measurements were ribtained in
the frequency range.

5 Discussion of Results

5.1 General

In no case was the original "dry" value of dielectric constant
regained after cycling.

Series A. This series showed slow deterioration over 1300 hours
and a return to the original values of tan 8 in approximately the
same time.

Series B. This series showed deterioration over 1300 hours of
wetting but regained a stable value of tan 8 on drying in less than
half this time, although this value was slightly higher than in the
original "dry" condition.

Series C. This series had very high values of dielectric constant
and the original "dry" values were not regained after drying, although
the loss tangent figures were practically unaffected by cycling.

Series D. This series showed a good rate of recovery of properties
in the first 24 hours of drying (reduction of tan 8 -f 2011).

-6-
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From Figs.6 to 8 it will be seen that the values of el and tan 8
for all samples decreased with increasing frequency with the exception
of Series C, in which the loss tangent increased with frequency, after
passing through a minimum at 1 .55 Mo/s. a

5.2 Effect of structure and constituents

The constituents of Series 0, D and E were known. Series C and E
contained carbon black as a filler. In addition, Series C contained
dibutyl phthalate as plasticiser. Series D was a mix similar to Series
E but contained no carbon black.

Dixie 20, the carbon black used in Series C and E, is a semi-
reinforcing furnace black with a stated average particle size of 800 .
The specific surface is 29 m2/&n and its specific resistance is 4.3 ohms-
cm7 . These characteristics show that the effect of Dixie 20 in a mix
should be somewhat analagous to the behaviour of fine thermal black
(average size 9001) as investigated by Thirion and Chasset8 . Since the
amount of carbon in both series is only of the order of 10% by volume,
then by comparison with the behaviour of a fine thermal mix of 10% by
volume, the carbon should not have much effect, if any, on the dielectric
properties of the mixes. From the results in Tables III, IV and V it
will be seen that the losses for the loaded mixes are actually less than
for the pure mix. A possible explanation is that the amount of carbon
in the mixes is too small to affect the losses. Furthermore, the unloaded
mix contains a greater concentration of sulphur than the loaded ones and
consequently shows greater loss. The high dielectric constant of Series C
is probably due to the polar nature of the dibutyl phthalate, which is
present in a considerable quantity, in addition to the carbon filler.

The literature in general, indicates that losses due to the direct
current conductivity of the carbon only occur at low frequencies and
should disappear at radar frequencies. On the other hand, the increase in
dielectric constant caused by the introduction of a conductive filler does
not seem to disappear so readily at higher frequencies, the dielectric
constant of the loaded material always being higher than that of the
unloaded mix. Series C has a lower sulphur concentration than Series E
(21.7% to 28.0%) and this is shown up by the fact that Series C samples
have smaller losses than Series E. The foregoing comparisons indicate
the trend followed by the samples, viz:-

(a) the dielectric constants of Series C and E are higher than those
of Series D, because the former contain conductive fillers;

(b) the dielectric constant of Series C is higher than that of Series E,
tecause of additional dipoles contributed by the dibutyl phthalate in the
former and by the more polar Hycar which has been substituted by natural
rubber in Series E.

(c) the loss tangent results increase with increasing sulphur concentra-
tion, Series 0 having the lowest sulphur and the lowest loss tangent.

(d) The effect of the carbon fillers on the loss tangent is probably
small. It cannot be detected by comparison with the unfilled mix because
the higher sulphur concentration increases the observed losses.

6 Calculation of the dielectric constants of expanded materials

As pointed out previously, the samples tested were unexpanded.
Normally, th6 materials are used in the expanded form so estimates
were made of the dielectric constants of the materials when expanded to
a density of 10 pounds/cubic foot. The density of each samples was
measured and a typical sample chosen from each Series.

7
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The dielectric constant of the expanded materials were then
calculated from the formula:-

= V 61-V
(expanded) (unexpanded) air

where s = dielectric constant

and V = fractional volume of unexpanded material which would be
required for one volume of the expanded material.

Table VI shows the dielectric constants of the unexpanded material
and the calculated value for the expanded material. A comparative, experi-
mental figure is quoted for Series C. Although this figure was obtained
at radar frequencies the agreement was good as the dielectric constant of
the expanded rubber mixes does not vary a great deal with frequency9 . No
estimate can be made of the loss tangent of the unexpanded material.

The dielectric constant and loss tangent values for an approved
core material are:-

= 1.175 t 0.025

tan 8 n 0.0010.

Compared with these values, Series C would not be approved. Series A, B
and D have the required dielectric constant values but could not be
approved until the loss tangent values of the expanded materials had
been determined.

These "expanded" values for dielectric constant are however cal-
culated for the dry materials and if the wet material values were used,
Series A, B and D might then fall into the "non-approved" category.

7 Conclusions

All specimens tested showed deterioration of dielectric properties
on exposure to humidity and temperature, the loss tangents in the case of
Series A and B increasing to 300f of their dry values, and in the case of
Series C and D to 25016 Although in each case the loss tangent values
were regained on drying, the dielectric constants all returned to values
higher than the original.

The loss tangents of all the samples except those of Series C I
decreased with increasing frequency. The values for Series C increased
with increasing frequency after reaching a minimum at 1 .55 Mic/s.

The general characteristics of the materials are in keeping with
previous reports on the dielectric properties of vulcanizates.

The formula used to estimate the dielectric constant of the
expanded material seemed to give fairly good agreement with an experi-
mental value.

-8-
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